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BEFORE THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 

UDALGURI, BTAD: ASSAM. 

 

 
 

Present: Shri G. Rabha 
 Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

   Udalguri, Assam. 

 
G.R. CASE NO. 538 of 2014 
(U/S 380 of I.P.C.) 
 
 

  STATE 

-Vs- 

Sri Subhas Minj      

   ……… Accused person. 

 

  
 Ld. Advocate appeared for the prosecution : Mr. A. Basumatary, Addl. P.P. 

 Ld. Advocate appeared for the defence : Mr. D. Saharia. 

  

Evidence recorded on : 23-06-15, 28-01-16, 09-03-16 and  
  13-07-2016. 

Argument heard on : 19-08-2016 

Judgment delivered on : 07-09-2016. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. The prosecution case is that on 16-06-2014 the Acting Manager of Barangajuli  Tea 

Estate Mr. Apurba Kumar Saikia informed through an ejahar before the OC, 

Dimakuchi PS that on 15-06-2014 at about 11-50 PM the Chowkidar of the garden 

deployed in night duty caught the accused Subhas Minj red handed while he was 

hiding with the stolen tea bags of the garden factory. The other thief James Tappa 
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fled away from the place of occurrence. After search three (3) bags of tea were 

recovered from the factory. Hence the prosecution case.  

2. After receiving the aforesaid ejahar, the Officer-in-Charge of Dimakuchi police station 

registered a PS case vide Dimakuchi PS case no. 58 of 2014 u/S 380 I.P.C. The I/O 

investigated the case, drew the sketch map of the place of occurrence, recorded the 

statement of witnesses, accused was arrested and forwarded to judicial custody and 

after completing the investigation the Investigating Officer submitted the charge 

sheet against the accused person Subhas Minj and James Thappa u/S 380 IPC  vide 

CS No.  67 of 2014  dated  31-12-2014. The accused James Thappa was shown 

absconder. 

3. On the basis of the charge sheet, cognizance of offence was taken under Section 190 

(1)(b) of the CrPC. The necessary process was issued for causing appearance of the 

accused James Thappa before the court. But the accused could not be produced 

before the Court though sufficient measures were taken for his attendance. The case 

was filed against accused James Tappa and the case was taken up separately for 

trial against the present accused Subhas Minj. The accused Subhas Minj  was 

produced from custody. The copies of relevant documents were furnished to the 

accused. Charge was framed against the accused Subhas Minj under Section 380 

IPC. Then the ingredients of charge  u/S 380 IPC was read over and explained to 

the accused to which the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4.  POINTS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE CASE : 

(1) Whether on 15-06-2014 at 11-50 PM at night hour at Barangajuli Tea Estate 

the accused had dishonestly removed three bags of tea from the factory 

house of Barangajuli Tea Estate and thereby committed the offence 

punishable u/S 380  IPC? 

 

5. During the course of trial the prosecution has adduced as many as six(6) PWs to 

bring home the case. Statement of defence had been recorded u/S 313 Cr.P.C.. 

Defence adduced none as DWs. Defence plea is of total denial. Then the argument 

had been heard from both sides and on close of trial judgment is delivered in the 

open Court.   
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6. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECESION:The prosecution 

has examined six(6) witnesses. PW 1 Sri Ashis Sumal,   PW 2 Sri Apurba Kumar Saikia 

(informant), PW 3 Sri Sanjib Tanti, PW 4 Sri Krish Das Tanti, PW 5 Sri Sadhan Marandi 

and 6 SI Khagendra Hazarika. 

7. Let me evaluate the deposition of prosecution witnesses, to find out whether they 

had been able to prove the charge. PW 2, the informant Apurba Kumar Saikia had 

stated in his deposition that accused was caught red handed by the night chowkidar 

of their garden while he was hiding and taking shelter under one vehicle and on 

proper checking they recovered tea bags from his possession. The accused entered 

inside the factory house by cutting the fencing and breaking the window glasses.  

In the cross examination PW 2 the informant had stated that when they reached the 

place of occurrence they found the accused Subhas Minj inside the factory hiding 

near a vehicle. At that time three security guards, factory assistant and two of their 

staff were also present. The three bags of stolen tea were recovered from the 

possession of the accused person.  

8. PW 1 Mr. Ashis Sumal had stated that on the day of occurrence the chowkidar of their 

tea estate had informed them that two persons were trying to steal tea bags from 

their factory and one of them had been caught red handed. Accordingly he went to 

the place of occurrence and the accused had confessed before  him that he had 

stolen three bags of tea. Thereafter, they went to Dimakuchi PS and filed the ejahar. 

9. PW 3 Sanjib Tanti stated that at the time of occurrence he was engaged as night 

chowkidar of the Barangajuli tea estate. He himself and two other chowkidars were 

on duty. Suddenly they saw that the factory light were switch off. They immediately 

looked into the matter and found the fencing wall of their factory were in damaged 

condition. When they entered inside the factory house, they found the accused is 

hiding under a truck with the stolen tea bags. Then they immediately informed the 

matter to their Factory Manager. He further stated that they had informed the matter 

to police and police came and arrested the accused and seized the stolen goods. 

In the cross-examination PW 3 had stated that the three bags of tea may be of 50 kg 

each. There was another accused with Subhas Minj; but he somehow managed to 

escape from the spot.  
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10.  PW 4 Sri Krish Das Tanti and PW 5 Sadhan Marandi had stated that at the time of 

occurrence they were engaged as night chowkidar of the Barangajuli tea estate. They 

were on duty. When they reached that side of the factory, they found the wall was 

broken and tea bags were taken out from the factory. When they entered inside the 

factory house, they found the accused in hiding under a truck with the stolen tea 

bags. Then they immediately informed the matter to their Factory Manager. He 

further stated that he had handed over the accused and the stolen goods. 

11. Addition PP, submitted that all the prosecution witnesses PW-1, PW-2, PW-3, PW-4 

and PW-5 were consistent in their deposition that they had caught the accused red 

handed while he was hiding with the stolen tea bags inside the compound of the 

factory. He further prayed to punish the accused appropriately for committing the 

theft inside the tea factory, where he is an employee.  

12.  On the other hand learned counsel of defence submitted that the co-accused James 

Thapa is absconding. He further submitted that the accused Subhas Minj is an 

employee of Borengajuli T.E. So, all the witnesses  PW1, PW2, PW3, PW4 and PW5 

has enmity against  him and due to enmity they have deposed falsely against him. 

 

13. Considered the argument of both sides. I have gone through the evidence on record 

and I found that all the witnesses PW1, PW2, PW3, PW4 and PW5 recognized the 

accused Subhas Minj since he was one of the co-employee of Borengajuli T.E.  So the 

question of dispute in identity do not arise at all. I have found that all the witnesses 

were consisted that the accused had been caught red handed with the stolen tea 

bags. During cross examination the defence could not rebut the evidence of 

prosecution that the accused had entered inside the factory of Borengajuli T.E.  and 

he had broken the fencing walls and stolen the tea bags from factory. Further all the 

prosecution witnesses were consistent that they had caught the accused with stolen 

tea bags inside the factory compound hiding under a truck. When all the witnesses 

were convincing and they had remained consistent there is no reason to disbelieve 

them, so I hold that the accused had committed theft inside the Barangajuli Tea 

Estate. He stands convicted under section 380 IPC. 
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14. Probation:I have considered the nature of the offence. The accused was an 

employee of the Borongajuli Tea Estate and he had committed theft in the 

company where he has been employed. Thus considering the fact under which 

circumstance the accused Subash Minz had committed the offence, I am not 

inclined to release him on probation.  

 
15. Learned counsel of defence submitted that the accused is father of four 

children and he is the sole bread earner. He further prayed to treat the 

accused leniently. Considering the nature of offence and the manner in which 

the crime has been committed, I deem it appropriate to sentence the accused 

to undergo simple imprisonment of one year for committing the offence 

punishable under section 380 IPC. Period already undergone shall be set-off. 

 
16. Supply a free copy to the convict.  

 

The judgment is given under my hand and seal of this court on this 7th day of September, 

2016. 

 

            (Sri G. Rabha) 
 

    
Dictated and corrected by me:      Chief Judicial Magistrate  
            Udalguri, Assam.  

 
 
(Sri G. Rabha)              
Chief Judicial Magistrate.                     
Udalguri, Assam.  
 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

 
A. Prosecution witnesses : PW 1 Sri Ashis Sumal, 
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     PW 2 Sri Apurba Kumar Saikia (informant), 

     PW 3 Sri Sanjib Tanti, 

     PW4 Sri Krish Das Tanti, 

     PW 5 Sri Sadhan Marandi and 

     PW 6 SI Khagendra Hazarika    

          

B. Defence witness : Nil. 
 
 
C. Documents exhibited : Ext. 1 – Seizure list 
      Ext. 2 – Ejahar 
      Ext. 3 – Sketch map 
      Ext. 4 – Charge-sheet.   
             
      
 
 
 
      

Chief Judicial Magistrate 
     Udalguri, Assam.  
 
 

Transcribed and typed by me: 
 
 
(T. D. Sarma/Stenographer) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


